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Summary
This report has been prepared for Levyathan smart contracts, to discover issues and vulnerabilities in the

source code of their Smart Contract as well as any contract dependencies that were not part of an officially

recognized library. A comprehensive examination has been performed, utilizing Static Analysis and Manual

Review techniques.

The auditing process pays special attention to the following considerations:

Testing the smart contracts against both common and uncommon attack vectors.

Assessing the codebase to ensure compliance with current best practices and industry standards.

Ensuring contract logic meets the specifications and intentions of the client.

Cross referencing contract structure and implementation against similar smart contracts produced

by industry leaders.

Thorough line-by-line manual review of the entire codebase by industry experts.

The security assessment resulted in findings that ranged from critical to informational. We recommend

addressing these findings to ensure a high level of security standards and industry practices. We suggest

recommendations that could better serve the project from the security perspective:

Enhance general coding practices for better structures of source codes;

Add enough unit tests to cover the possible use cases given they are currently missing in the

repository;

Provide more comments per each function for readability, especially contracts are verified in public;

Provide more transparency on privileged activities once the protocol is live.
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Overview

Project Summary

Project Name Levyathan

Description Levyathan offers the Crypto Indexes operating on the Binance Smart Chain

Platform BSC

Language Solidity

Codebase https://github.com/levyathan-finance/indexes-contracts

Commit

<dff4ce96d9839d3f46358540e0c4bcf73fb1d30c>
<ec53c2b6a13678e34eb8cacedf389c20d930a49d>
<55fe4a30134ab681925de436a8059a5aa7706443>
<91d6e92182e5b6eea59409508aba045d93ec5e81>
<c3d59999bb473bc6ad5b7864cc5f97b3282e0bdd>
<2391a45c21bedadd48e2c0181a09eb1548531cb5>
<f11f19e34982309db7a10df36794bd1c639e02e1>
<ad83fddfb71a91112887a613720a06f47e2106f3>
<61ebac846af6ab36850fe256d482a592a24ef730>
<f3183ed80c0a0dec3a7a841d82813a69f8b1b3ac>
<c175a2d25bdb9c588aacf0908f2d463e0a92b6de>
<4b7b545a8f7612651dd1dcccdb0d62868be70177>
<91d082dcb5e14fcaf029378c5af4d9a6c729b024>
<40565f0a8a9ab044682825d0861f6d8924c46b55>
<344a860073755cda78cff0cd1fa5bd1805dda8fb>
<b5501b1e42a2a126219dbf5838275cf5ec5f0646>
<378e10dcdf6607723992756b6996c70b0aabf856>

Audit Summary

Delivery Date Jun 28, 2021

Audit Methodology Static Analysis, Manual Review

Key Components
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Vulnerability Summary

Vulnerability Level Total Count Pending Partially Resolved Resolved Acknowledged Declined

Critical 0 0 0 0 0 0

Major 3 0 0 3 0 0

Medium 0 0 0 0 0 0

Minor 4 0 0 4 0 0

Informational 11 0 0 9 2 0

Discussion 0 0 0 0 0 0

Audit Scope

ID file SHA256 Checksum

ICC indexes/IndexController.sol 3920fc15d4135d8f7956cce6a4dd42fa6e49af93f8f5124cd1474cd221d4d46e

IPC indexes/IndexPool.sol 74934da84e5b18ce53a3e743c03b327d467b9c52718aba689a5ab9259c847288

MCC staking/MasterChef.sol d3703570853e8cc3e941c17659619170a9e433e5c2a5535368ab0640f823828e

SBC staking/SushiBar.sol 9572f5d94aa8f73eb1f7126e5355dbc305aafa76addf85c24df5ab6cca60f3a3

LEV tokens/LEVToken.sol fb41efbf16cee457a27faf5e99afe95dee798e8504e5b58e6e652cc0bb4c9a1d

PUC utilities/PancakeswapUtilities.sol 2e71b65ae7c9738ddd4a654e67786f5c15b9679a42630e99493ca4c182b7fec1
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External Dependencies

There are a few depending injection contracts or addresses in the current project:

pancakePair

pancakeRouter

We assume these contracts or addresses are valid and non-vulnerable actors and implementing proper

logic to collaborate with the current project.
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Findings

ID Title Category Severity Status

ICC-01 Lack of Input Validation Volatile Code Informational Resolved

ICC-02
Privilege Access for
redistributeFees

Logical Issue Informational Acknowledged

ICC-03 Potential Reentrancy Risk Logical Issue Minor Resolved

IPC-01 Variables Should Be Declared Constant Gas Optimization Informational Resolved

IPC-02 Lack of Input Validation Volatile Code Informational Resolved

IPC-03 Code Simplify Gas Optimization Informational Acknowledged

IPC-04 Potential Reentrancy Risk Logical Issue Minor Resolved

MCC-01 Variable Declare as Immutable Gas Optimization Informational Resolved

MCC-02 Variable Naming Convention Coding Style Informational Resolved

MCC-03 Missing Emit Events Gas Optimization Informational Resolved

MCC-04 add() Function Not Restricted Volatile Code Major Resolved

MCC-05
Recommended Explicit Pool Validity
Checks

Logical Issue Informational Resolved

MCC-06 Incompatibility With Deflationary Tokens Logical Issue Minor Resolved

SBC-01 Variable Declare as Immutable Gas Optimization Informational Resolved

SBC-02 Unhandled Return Value Logical Issue Minor Resolved

Levyathan Security Assessment

18
Total Issues

Critical 0 (0.00%)

Major 3 (16.67%)

Medium 0 (0.00%)

Minor 4 (22.22%)

Informational 11 (61.11%)

Discussion 0 (0.00%)



ID Title Category Severity Status

SBC-03 Centralized Risk
Centralization /
Privilege

Major Resolved

LEV-01 Variable Declare as Immutable Gas Optimization Informational Resolved

MCC-09 Centralized Risk
Centralization /
Privilege

Major Resolved
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ICC-01 | Lack of Input Validation

Category Severity Location Status

Volatile Code Informational Global Resolved

Description

In the aforementioned lines, the input parameters underlyingTokens , weights  are not sanitized its length

of data, which might cause inconsistent data size issues later.

Recommendation

We recommend adding the validation for the parameters underlyingTokens , weights  as below for

ensuring the consistent array size.

4545 functionfunction  createIndexPoolcreateIndexPool((
4646                 stringstring  memorymemory name name,,  
4747                 stringstring  memorymemory symbol symbol,,  
4848                 addressaddress[[]]  memorymemory underlyingTokens underlyingTokens,,  
4949                 uint16uint16[[]]  memorymemory weights weights,,  
5050                 uint8uint8[[]]  memorymemory categories categories  
5151         ))  externalexternal  {{  
5252                 requirerequire((underlyingTokensunderlyingTokens..length length ==== weights weights..lengthlength,,  "Array size is not"Array size is not  

equal"equal"));;  
5353                 ..........  
5454                 emitemit  DeployIndexDeployIndex((addressaddress((poolpool))));;  
5555         }}  
5656

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team heeded our advice addressed the issue and reflected the changes in the commit

(378e10dcdf6607723992756b6996c70b0aabf856)[https://github.com/levyathan-finance/indexes-

contracts/commit/ec53c2b6a13678e34eb8cacedf389c20d930a49d]
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ICC-02 | Privilege Access for redistributeFees

Category Severity Location Status

Logical Issue Informational Global Acknowledged

Description

The redistributeFees()  is used to distribute the collected fees. In each execution, the function will buy

back LEV and reward the dev team. Would like to confirm if the external  visibility design is intended since

it allows everyone to be invoked?

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team don't think a change is necessary there. The team trust the function behavior so

anyone can call it. It doesn't take any parameter and doesn't rely on msg.sender.
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ICC-03 | Potential Reentrancy Risk

Category Severity Location Status

Logical Issue Minor Global Resolved

Description

A reentrancy attack can occur when the contract creates a function that makes an external call to another

untrusted contract before resolving any effects. If the attacker can control the untrusted contract, they can

make a recursive call back to the original function, repeating interactions that would have otherwise not run

after the external call resolved the effects.

In line 83, the variable remainingToRedistribute  state changed after the external call of token.

transfer() . The token address used is an explicit parameter passed by the caller. Hence when the

parameter token  is an untrusted contract, it could lead to a reentrancy attack.

Recommendation

The reentrancy issue can be resolved by several way.

1. We recommend finishing all internal work (ie. state changes) first, and only then calling the external

function.

8383         remainingToRedistribute         remainingToRedistribute -=-= devTeamAmount devTeamAmount;;  
8484         token        token..transfertransfer((_teamSharing_teamSharing,, devTeamAmount devTeamAmount));;

2. We recommend applying OpenZeppelin ReentrancyGuard library - nonReentrant modifier for the

aforementioned functions to prevent reentrancy attack.

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team heeded our advice addressed the issue and reflected the changes in the commits

(378e10dcdf6607723992756b6996c70b0aabf856)[https://github.com/levyathan-finance/indexes-

contracts/commit/ec53c2b6a13678e34eb8cacedf389c20d930a49d]

(55fe4a30134ab681925de436a8059a5aa7706443)[https://github.com/levyathan-finance/indexes-

contracts/commit/55fe4a30134ab681925de436a8059a5aa7706443]
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IPC-01 | Variables Should Be Declared Constant

Category Severity Location Status

Gas Optimization Informational Global Resolved

Description

The variables that are not modified within contracts and thus could be declared constant. For example:

WEIGHT_FACTOR

Recommendation

We recommend declaring the aforementioned variables as constant.

3131 uint16uint16  constantconstant WEIGHT_FACTOR  WEIGHT_FACTOR ==  10001000;;

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team heeded our advice addressed the issue and reflected the changes in the commits:

(91d6e92182e5b6eea59409508aba045d93ec5e81)[https://github.com/levyathan-finance/indexes-

contracts/commit/91d6e92182e5b6eea59409508aba045d93ec5e81]
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IPC-02 | Lack of Input Validation

Category Severity Location Status

Volatile Code Informational Global Resolved

Description

In the aforementioned lines, the input parameter weights  is not sanitized its length of data with the

existing array, which might cause inconsistent data size issues later.

Recommendation

We recommend adding the validation for the parameters weights  as below for ensuring the consistent

array size with the previous record.

227227 functionfunction  changeWeightschangeWeights((uint16uint16[[]]  memorymemory weights weights))  externalexternal onlyOwner  onlyOwner {{  
228228                 requirerequire((weightsweights..length length ==== tokenWeights tokenWeights..lengthlength,,  "Array data size is not"Array data size is not  
equal"equal"));;  
229229                 intint quoteBefore  quoteBefore ==  intint((getIndexQuotegetIndexQuote((1e181e18))));;  
230230                 ........  
231231         }}

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team heeded our advice addressed the issue and reflected the changes in the commits:

(c3d59999bb473bc6ad5b7864cc5f97b3282e0bdd)[https://github.com/levyathan-finance/indexes-

contracts/commit/c3d59999bb473bc6ad5b7864cc5f97b3282e0bdd]
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IPC-03 | Code Simplify

Category Severity Location Status

Gas Optimization Informational Global Acknowledged

Description

The aforementioned lines can be simplified using one for  loop for gas optimization.

Recommendation

We recommend the changeWeights()  can be merged with one for  loop.

229229   uintuint totalSale  totalSale ==  00;;  
230230 uintuint totalSpent  totalSpent ==  00;;  
231231 forfor  ((uintuint i  i ==  00;; i  i << weights weights..lengthlength;; i i++++))  {{  
232232                         // handle sell amount // handle sell amount   
233233                         ifif  ((weightsweights[[ii]]  << _tokenWeights _tokenWeights[[ii]]))  {{  
234234                                 uintuint sellAmount  sellAmount ==  ((totalSupplytotalSupply(())  **  uintuint((_tokenWeights_tokenWeights[[ii]]  --  
weightsweights[[ii]]))))  // WEIGHT_FACTOR WEIGHT_FACTOR;;  
235235                                 ifif  ((_underlyingTokens_underlyingTokens[[ii]]  !=!=  addressaddress((_WBNB_WBNB))))  
236236                     PancakeswapUtilities                    PancakeswapUtilities..sellTokensellToken((  
237237                         _underlyingTokens                        _underlyingTokens[[ii]],,  
238238                                                 addressaddress((_WBNB_WBNB)),,  
239239                                                 addressaddress((thisthis)),,  
240240                         sellAmount                        sellAmount,,  
241241                         _pancakeRouter                        _pancakeRouter  
242242                                         ));;  
243243                 totalSale                 totalSale +=+= sellAmount sellAmount;;
244244                       }}  
245245
246246                       // handle buy amount// handle buy amount  
247247                       ifif  ((weightsweights[[ii]]  >> _tokenWeights _tokenWeights[[ii]]))  {{  
248248                                 uint256uint256 buyAmount  buyAmount ==  ((totalSupplytotalSupply(())  **  uintuint((weightsweights[[ii]]  --  
_tokenWeights_tokenWeights[[ii]]))))  // WEIGHT_FACTOR WEIGHT_FACTOR;;  
249249                                 ifif  ((_underlyingTokens_underlyingTokens[[ii]]  ====  addressaddress((_WBNB_WBNB))))  {{  
250250                     totalSpent                     totalSpent +=+= buyAmount buyAmount;;  
251251                                         continuecontinue;;  
252252                                 }}  
253253                 PancakeswapUtilities                PancakeswapUtilities..buyTokenbuyToken((  
254254                     _underlyingTokens                    _underlyingTokens[[ii]],,  
255255                                         addressaddress((_WBNB_WBNB)),,  
256256                                         addressaddress((thisthis)),,  
257257                     buyAmount                    buyAmount,,  
258258                     _pancakeRouter                    _pancakeRouter  
259259                                 ));;  
260260                 totalSpent                 totalSpent +=+= buyAmount buyAmount;;    
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261261                         }}  
262262                 }}

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team doesn't think the suggested change would work. The team needs to sell all tokens

first in order to finance the purchase of tokens.

For example, if the first weight has been increased and the first operation in the loop is a purchase of

tokens, the current contract balance wouldn't be enough. The balance could be 0, and the purchase would

fail.

Moreover, optimizing gas usage for this function is not a priority since it's meant to be called rarely by the

contract owner only.
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IPC-04 | Potential Reentrancy Risk

Category Severity Location Status

Logical Issue Minor Global Resolved

Description

A reentrancy attack can occur when the contract creates a function that makes an external call to another

untrusted contract before resolving any effects. If the attacker can control the untrusted contract, they can

make a recursive call back to the original function, repeating interactions that would have otherwise not run

after the external call resolved the effects.

In line 286, the user balance state changed after the external call of token. transfer() , which potentially

leads to a reentrancy risk.

Recommendation

We recommend applying OpenZeppelin ReentrancyGuard library - nonReentrant  modifier for the

aforementioned functions to prevent reentrancy attack.

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team heeded our advice addressed the issue and reflected the changes in the commits:

(2391a45c21bedadd48e2c0181a09eb1548531cb5)[https://github.com/levyathan-finance/indexes-

contracts/commit/2391a45c21bedadd48e2c0181a09eb1548531cb5]
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MCC-01 | Variable Declare as Immutable

Category Severity Location Status

Gas Optimization Informational Global Resolved

Description

The variable assigned in the constructor can declare as immutable.  Immutable state variables can be

assigned during contract creation but will remain constant throughout the lifetime of a deployed contract.

The big advantage of immutable is that reading them is significantly cheaper than reading from regular

state variables since immutable  will not be stored in storage. Still, values will directly insert the values into

the runtime code.

Recommendation

We recommend using immutable state variable for syrup

6565 ......  
6666 RewardBar immutable RewardBar immutable publicpublic syrup syrup;;  
6767
6868 ......

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team heeded our advice addressed the issue and reflected the changes in the commits:

(ad83fddfb71a91112887a613720a06f47e2106f3)[https://github.com/levyathan-finance/indexes-

contracts/commit/ad83fddfb71a91112887a613720a06f47e2106f3]
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MCC-02 | Variable Naming Convention

Category Severity Location Status

Coding Style Informational Global Resolved

Description

The linked variables do not conform to the standard naming convention of Solidity whereby functions and

variable names utilize the format unless variables are declared as constant in which case they utilize the

format.

Recommendation

We advise that the naming conventions utilized by the linked statements are adjusted to reflect the correct

type of declaration according to the Solidity style guide.

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team heeded our advice addressed the issue and reflected the changes in the commits:

(ad83fddfb71a91112887a613720a06f47e2106f3)[https://github.com/levyathan-finance/indexes-

contracts/commit/ad83fddfb71a91112887a613720a06f47e2106f3]
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MCC-03 | Missing Emit Events

Category Severity Location Status

Gas Optimization Informational Global Resolved

Description

The function that affects the status of sensitive variables should be able to emit events as notifications to

customers.

setMigrator()

updateMultiplier()

Recommendation

Consider adding events for sensitive actions, and emit them in the function.

11 eventevent  SetMigratorSetMigrator((addressaddress  indexedindexed user user,,  addressaddress  indexedindexed _migrator _migrator));;  
22
33 functionfunction  setMigratorsetMigrator((IMigratorChef _migratorIMigratorChef _migrator))  publicpublic onlyOwner  onlyOwner {{  
44  migrator  migrator == _migrator _migrator;;  
55   emitemit  SetMigratorSetMigrator((msgmsg..sendersender,, _migrator _migrator));;  
66 }}

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team heeded our advice removed the function setMigrator()  and reflected the

changes in the commits:

(61ebac846af6ab36850fe256d482a592a24ef730)[https://github.com/levyathan-finance/indexes-

contracts/commit/61ebac846af6ab36850fe256d482a592a24ef730]
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MCC-04 | add() Function Not Restricted

Category Severity Location Status

Volatile Code Major Global Resolved

Description

The comment in line L122, mentioned // XXX DO NOT add the same LP token more than once. Rewards

will be messed up if you do.

The total amount of reward eggReward in function updatePool()  will be incorrectly calculated if the same

LP token is added into the pool more than once in function add() .

However, the code is not reflected in the comment behaviors as there isn’t any valid restriction on

preventing this issue.

The current implementation is relying on the trust of the owner to avoid repeatedly adding the same LP

token to the pool, as the function will only be called by the owner.

Recommendation

Detect whether the given pool for addition is a duplicate of an existing pool. The pool addition is only

successful when there is no duplicate. Using a mapping of addresses  -> booleans , which can restricted

the same address being added twice.

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team heeded our advice addressed the issue and reflected the changes in the commits:

(f3183ed80c0a0dec3a7a841d82813a69f8b1b3ac)[https://github.com/levyathan-finance/indexes-

contracts/commit/f3183ed80c0a0dec3a7a841d82813a69f8b1b3ac]
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MCC-05 | Recommended Explicit Pool Validity Checks

Category Severity Location Status

Logical Issue Informational Global Resolved

Description

There's no sanity check to validate if a pool is existing.

Recommendation

We advise the client to adopt following modifier validatePoolByPid  to functions set() , migrate() ,

deposit() , withdraw() , withdrawPendingRewards , emergencyWithdraw , updatePool() .

11 modifiermodifier  validatePoolByPidvalidatePoolByPid((uint256uint256 _pid _pid))  {{  
22         requirerequire  ((_pid _pid << poolInfo  poolInfo .. length  length ,,  "Pool does not exist""Pool does not exist"))  ;;  
33         __;;  
44 }}

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team heeded our advice addressed the issue and reflected the changes in the commits:

(c175a2d25bdb9c588aacf0908f2d463e0a92b6de)[https://github.com/levyathan-finance/indexes-

contracts/commit/c175a2d25bdb9c588aacf0908f2d463e0a92b6de]
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MCC-06 | Incompatibility With Deflationary Tokens

Category Severity Location Status

Logical Issue Minor Global Resolved

Description

The MasterChef contract operates as the main entry for interaction with staking users. The staking users

deposit LP tokens into the LEV pool and, in return, get a proportionate share of the pool’s rewards. Later

on, the staking users can withdraw their own assets from the pool. In this procedure, deposit()  and

withdraw()  are involved in transferring users’ assets into (or out of) the LEV protocol. When transferring

standard ERC20 deflationary tokens, the input amount may not be equal to the received amount due to the

charged (and burned) transaction fee. As a result, this may not meet the assumption behind these low-level

asset-transferring routines and will bring unexpected balance inconsistencies.

Recommendation

Regulate the set of LP tokens supported in LEV and, if there is a need to support deflationary tokens, add

necessary mitigation mechanisms to keep track of accurate balances.

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team don't plan on adding deflationary tokens to our staking pools. The team currently

don't have plans to add more than staking pools related to the LEV token and our Index tokens.

The team has added a comment warning ourselves to not add a deflationary token to a staking pool, but

again we are not planning on adding other projects token anyway.

The team also doesn't want to limit the set of staking tokens because we plan on adding Lev Index token

staking for new indices that we release.
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SBC-01 | Variable Declare as Immutable

Category Severity Location Status

Gas Optimization Informational Global Resolved

Description

The variable assigned in the constructor can declare as immutable.  Immutable state variables can be

assigned during contract creation but will remain constant throughout the lifetime of a deployed contract.

The big advantage of immutable is that reading them is significantly cheaper than reading from regular

state variables since immutable  will not be stored in storage. Still, values will directly insert the values into

the runtime code.

Recommendation

We recommend using immutable state variable for lev

2121 ......  
2222 IERC20 immutable IERC20 immutable publicpublic lev lev;;  
2323
2424 ......

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team heeded our advice addressed the issue and reflected the changes in the commits:

(40565f0a8a9ab044682825d0861f6d8924c46b55)[https://github.com/levyathan-finance/indexes-

contracts/commit/40565f0a8a9ab044682825d0861f6d8924c46b55]
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SBC-02 | Unhandled Return Value

Category Severity Location Status

Logical Issue Minor Global Resolved

Description

The token's transfer  is not void-returning functions. Ignoring the return value might cause some

unexpected exceptions, especially if the callee function doesn’t revert automatically when failing.

Recommendation

We recommend checking the output of the aforementioned functions before continuing processing.

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team heeded our advice addressed the issue and reflected the changes in the commits:

(344a860073755cda78cff0cd1fa5bd1805dda8fb)[https://github.com/levyathan-finance/indexes-

contracts/commit/344a860073755cda78cff0cd1fa5bd1805dda8fb]
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SBC-03 | Centralized Risk

Category Severity Location Status

Centralization / Privilege Major Global Resolved

Description

The onlyOwner  has authority to below sensitive functions that might modify the balance of the SushiBar

contract:

mint() : owner  address will mint the given amount to the receiver address.

Recommendation

We advise the client to carefully manage the account owner's private key and avoid any potential risks of

being hacked. In general, we strongly recommend centralized privileges or roles in the protocol to be

improved via a decentralized mechanism or via smart-contract-based accounts with enhanced security

practices, f.e. Multisignature wallets.

Indicatively, here are some feasible solutions that would also mitigate the potential risk:

Time-lock with reasonable latency, i.e., 48 hours, for awareness on privileged operations;

Assignment of privileged roles to multi-signature wallets to prevent a single point of failure due to the

private key;

Introduction of a DAO / governance/voting module to increase transparency and user involvement.

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team will be deploying our ownable contracts behind OpenZepplin's timelock contract

with a delay of 48h. The team will also be using the gnosis safe wallet to send transactions to the timelock

contract.

The team has set the MasterChef.sol contract owner to be a timelock contract with a delay of 48h.
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MasterChef contract: 0xA3fDF7F376F4BFD38D7C4A5cf8AAb4dE68792fd4

Timelock contract: 0x16149999C85c3E3f7d1B9402a4c64d125877d89D

The timelock admin is a multisig wallet that you can find below:

https://gnosis-

safe.binance.org/#/safes/0x9d687619DE58580270a992332252479aF5dbbe10/balances
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https://bscscan.com/address/0xA3fDF7F376F4BFD38D7C4A5cf8AAb4dE68792fd4#readContract
https://bscscan.com/address/0x16149999c85c3e3f7d1b9402a4c64d125877d89d#readContract
https://gnosis-safe.binance.org/#/safes/0x9d687619DE58580270a992332252479aF5dbbe10/balances


LEV-01 | Variable Declare as Immutable

Category Severity Location Status

Gas Optimization Informational Global Resolved

Description

The variable that only is assigned in the constructor can be declared as immutable . Immutable  state

variables can be assigned during contract creation but will remain constant throughout the lifetime of a

deployed contract. The big advantage of immutable is that reading them is significantly cheaper than

reading from regular state variables since immutables will not be stored in storage, but their values will be

directly inserted into the runtime code.

Recommendation

We recommend using immutable state variable for _createdAtBlock  && _initialSupply.

1111 ......  
1212         uint256uint256 immutable _createdAtBlock immutable _createdAtBlock;;  
1313         uint256uint256 immutable _initialSupply immutable _initialSupply;;  
1414 ......

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team heeded our advice addressed the issue and reflected the changes in the commits:

(f11f19e34982309db7a10df36794bd1c639e02e1)[https://github.com/levyathan-finance/indexes-

contracts/commit/f11f19e34982309db7a10df36794bd1c639e02e1]
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https://github.com/levyathan-finance/indexes-contracts/commit/f11f19e34982309db7a10df36794bd1c639e02e1


MCC-09 | Centralized Risk

Category Severity Location Status

Centralization / Privilege Major Global Resolved

Description

onlyOwner  is an important role in the contract. The owner address can operate on following functions:

add()

set()

updateMultiplier()

setMigrator()

These functions can be invoked to manipulate the variables _newDistribution , and _newBurnRate  , which

will allow onlyDev  to transfer any amount of token to any address with the code snippet.

Recommendation

We advise the client to carefully manage the account owner's private key and avoid any potential risks of

being hacked. In general, we strongly recommend centralized privileges or roles in the protocol to be

improved via a decentralized mechanism or via smart-contract-based accounts with enhanced security

practices, f.e. Multisignature wallets.

Indicatively, here are some feasible solutions that would also mitigate the potential risk:

Time-lock with reasonable latency, i.e., 48 hours, for awareness on privileged operations;

Assignment of privileged roles to multi-signature wallets to prevent a single point of failure due to the

private key;

Introduction of a DAO / governance/voting module to increase transparency and user involvement.

Alleviation

[Levyathan]: The team will be deploying our ownable contracts behind OpenZepplin's timelock contract

with a delay of 48h. The team will also be using the gnosis safe wallet to send transactions to the timelock

contract.

The team has set the MasterChef.sol contract owner to be a timelock contract with a delay of 48h.

MasterChef contract: 0xA3fDF7F376F4BFD38D7C4A5cf8AAb4dE68792fd4
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https://bscscan.com/address/0xA3fDF7F376F4BFD38D7C4A5cf8AAb4dE68792fd4#readContract


Timelock contract: 0x16149999C85c3E3f7d1B9402a4c64d125877d89D

The timelock admin is a multisig wallet that you can find below:

https://gnosis-

safe.binance.org/#/safes/0x9d687619DE58580270a992332252479aF5dbbe10/balances
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https://bscscan.com/address/0x16149999c85c3e3f7d1b9402a4c64d125877d89d#readContract
https://gnosis-safe.binance.org/#/safes/0x9d687619DE58580270a992332252479aF5dbbe10/balances


Appendix

Finding Categories

Centralization / Privilege

Centralization / Privilege findings refer to either feature logic or implementation of components that act

against the nature of decentralization, such as explicit ownership or specialized access roles in

combination with a mechanism to relocate funds.

Gas Optimization

Gas Optimization findings do not affect the functionality of the code but generate different, more optimal

EVM opcodes resulting in a reduction on the total gas cost of a transaction.

Logical Issue

Logical Issue findings detail a fault in the logic of the linked code, such as an incorrect notion on how

block.timestamp works.

Volatile Code

Volatile Code findings refer to segments of code that behave unexpectedly on certain edge cases that may

result in a vulnerability.

Coding Style

Coding Style findings usually do not affect the generated byte-code but rather comment on how to make

the codebase more legible and, as a result, easily maintainable.

Checksum Calculation Method

The "Checksum" field in the "Audit Scope" section is calculated as the SHA-256 (Secure Hash Algorithm 2

with digest size of 256 bits) digest of the content of each file hosted in the listed source repository under

the specified commit.

The result is hexadecimal encoded and is the same as the output of the Linux "sha256sum" command

against the target file.
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Disclaimer
This report is subject to the terms and conditions (including without limitation, description of services,

confidentiality, disclaimer and limitation of liability) set forth in the Services Agreement, or the scope of

services, and terms and conditions provided to the Company in connection with the Agreement. This

report provided in connection with the Services set forth in the Agreement shall be used by the Company

only to the extent permitted under the terms and conditions set forth in the Agreement. This report may not

be transmitted, disclosed, referred to or relied upon by any person for any purposes without CertiK’s prior

written consent.

This report is not, nor should be considered, an “endorsement” or “disapproval” of any particular project or

team. This report is not, nor should be considered, an indication of the economics or value of any

“product” or “asset” created by any team or project that contracts CertiK to perform a security

assessment. This report does not provide any warranty or guarantee regarding the absolute bug-free

nature of the technology analyzed, nor do they provide any indication of the technologies proprietors,

business, business model or legal compliance.

This report should not be used in any way to make decisions around investment or involvement with any

particular project. This report in no way provides investment advice, nor should be leveraged as investment

advice of any sort. This report represents an extensive assessing process intending to help our customers

increase the quality of their code while reducing the high level of risk presented by cryptographic tokens

and blockchain technology.

Blockchain technology and cryptographic assets present a high level of ongoing risk. CertiK’s position is

that each company and individual are responsible for their own due diligence and continuous security.

CertiK’s goal is to help reduce the attack vectors and the high level of variance associated with utilizing

new and consistently changing technologies, and in no way claims any guarantee of security or

functionality of the technology we agree to analyze.
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About
Founded in 2017 by leading academics in the field of Computer Science from both Yale and Columbia

University, CertiK is a leading blockchain security company that serves to verify the security and

correctness of smart contracts and blockchain-based protocols. Through the utilization of our world-class

technical expertise, alongside our proprietary, innovative tech, we’re able to support the success of our

clients with best-in-class security, all whilst realizing our overarching vision; provable trust for all

throughout all facets of blockchain.
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